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\bstnic( Outflows in a black hole environment necessarily emerge from the accretion flow When the outflow is very strong it interacts 
with the accretion ilow and can alTcct the inflow pattern As a result of this non-linciirily, accretion flow develop instability which is a complex 
form ol the shear instability (Kelvin-1 Iclmholt/ Instability) In a time dependent numerical simulation using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 
method wc demonstrate this instability and show that this instability is present independent of whether cooling process is turned on or not Wc 
also show that the effect is not symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane.
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I. Introduction
klenlillcation of black holes requires a thorough understanding 
of the physical processes around them (See [1,2] for recent 
reviews). In particular, the behaviour of accretion Hows 
decides the behaviour of the radiation that is emitted from 
ihe flow. Molteni et al [3], using a Smoothed Particle 
Hydrodynamics method [4] showed that adiabatic accretion 
Hows form standing axisymmetric shocks roughly at the 
theoretically predicted place. Subsequently, cooling process 
was added and Molteni et al [5] showed that in this case 
standing shocks oscillate producing oscillation of X-rays 
from the accretion flows when certain resonance conditions 
are satisfied. In both the simulations, strong outflows were 
generated from the post-shock region.
Meanwhile, Pringle [6] pointed out that in presence of 
radiative force by the radiation emitted from the inner part 
of a disk, the outer edge may be warped and subsequent 
follow-up of the work by Maloney et al [1] suggested that 
the apparent warping of the disk around NGC4258 might be
due to (his process. Gcnerically speaking, any outgoing 
force, on an initially perturbed flow would exert a torque on 
the flow and would tend to rotate the disk. Molteni et al [3] 
found that a significant outflow, roughly 15 -20% of the 
in (low, could be produced in an axisymmetric disk accretion, 
but since the simulation was constraint to be axisymmetric 
as well as symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane, the 
torque on the accretion flow could not be observed. However, 
if some of the constraints as mentioned above were removed, 
then the interaction of the outflowing wind and the accretion 
could be studied and the growth of warping due to shear 
instability could be verified. Some of the results of warping 
behaviour have been presented in Molteni et al [8].
In the present Rapid Communication, we demonstrate 
that the outgoing wind and the incoming accretion flow 
interact non-trivially and as a result, the disk geometry is 
changed substantially. In the next Section, we present the 
results of the numerical simulation. We show that the 
conclusion we draw is generic and the results are valid even
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be noted that a state is created by - lp \ / 2 ^x
Cosier Kronig transitions and also by shake-off processes 
associated with a 2p\i2 ionization leading to another 
simultaneous ionization in a M-subshell. Thus, the 
probabilities of single ionization in 2^ 1/2 and 2p\a subshells 
play a very important role in deciding the relative intensities 
of various transitions starting from 2 p\i2 ^x as initial states. 
In the paper mentioned above [8], both these probabilities 
were taken equal, which may not be true.
Further, the calculated spectrum in each element was 
presented in the form of bar graphs [8], in which the energy 
of the transition was represented by placement of the bar on 
X-axis and its relative intensity by the height of the bar, taken 
parallel to Y-axis. Such calculated spectra were compared 
with the measured positions of Lp\ satellites.
The transition assignments to these satellites have, 
therefore, been reinvestigated presently by adding two features 
in the calculations over those used earlier [8]. The first one 
is calculations of the 2^ 1/2 and 2p\a ionization probabilities, 
needed as base states for Coster Kronig and shake-off 
processes respectively. Secondly, each transition has been 
assumed to give rise to a Gaussina line and the theoretical 
spectrum has been calculated as the sum of such Gaussian 
lines. The results for the elements Z ~ 26 to 30 are presented 
below. The calculated spectra have been compared with the 
measured data taken from the tables of Bearden and Burr [9].
2. C a lc u la tio n s
We have undertaken the studies of all those transitions of 
2/?i/2 3;c- 3x3c/( ;c s 5 ,/?, J )  array which are allowed 
according to selection rules [6] AL == 0, ±1, AS == 0 and 
A./ 0, ±1. We have calculated their HFS energies in
intermediate coupling and their relative probabilities in 
L-S coupling scheme.
2. L The transition energies :
The energies of the transitions used in the present study, have 
been calculated by the combination formula :
E[2p\/23x-3x3d^ = E (K a ])- E( \^s -  2py2^^)
+ E { l p i f 2 - 3 x 3 d ) ,  (1 )
where E(Ka\) is the energy of Ka\ line. Its values have been 
taken from the tables of Bearden and Burr [9].
e (^ Is -2pxi2 3x) and E^2pyi ~ 3x^ J are the Auger electron
energies for the T s - T p ^ j ^  and 2 ^ - 3 ^  transitions 
respectively. These energies have been taken from the tables 
of Larkins [10], who has calculated various two-hole state 
energies of atoms with Z ^ 10 to 100 in the intermediate 
coupling approximation and has, also, corrected them for 
adiabatic relaxation of the orbitals due to a sudden creation
of an inner hole as well as for the solid .state of the sample. 
His values are in good agreement with the available 
experimental Auger electron energy data in the region of Z- 
values, presently under study, as claimed by him [10], and 
also as shown by one of us in case of b -3 jr^  radiative 
Auger spectra of 27C0 [11 ] and 2gNi [12], and Is -  2p3x RA 
spectra of 27C0 and 28Mi [13].
2.2. The transition probabilities :
For the emission of IP\ satellites, in hand, those transitions 
are being considered in which the initial states are doubly 
ionized, one vacancy lying in 2p \/2 subshell and second one 
in any of A/-subshells. Such states arc formed by two 
processes.
(i) 2s-2p\f23x  Coster Kronig Transitions, namely 
conversion of one hole state 2s to a two hole stale 
2p\j23x {x ^  s ,p ,d)  through the Auger transition 
2s-2 p \!2 3 x .
(ii) Shake-off process, namely and electron from A/-shell 
of the atom may escape out simultaneous to the 
formation of a 2p\i2 vacancy. This additional vacancy 
is created due to shaking of the atomic orbits caused 
by a sudden change in the potential field in the atom, 
taking place when a 2/?)/2 electron leaves the atom 
with a fast speed.
The Coster Kronig transition probability can be written 
as cr.a \ where a  denotes the probability of formation 
of a vacancy in 2.yi/2 subshcll of the atom and cr' is the 
probability of its decay through the CK transition 
2s-2px!23x. Factor erhas been calculated by the formulas 
given by Moores et al [14], namely
a„, = {nn*al Z„ilZ^)cr„,{R), (2)
or, say,
= (1.628 ♦ 10->* )^Z,/ a M j E l . (3)
In these formulas, n and / denote the subshell of the atom 
in which a hole is created, Z,,/ denotes the total number of 
electrons in this subshell and £„/ denotes the binding energy 
of the electron in this subshell. o*/,/(/f) is known as Reduced 
cross section, and is calculated by the formula [14]
o-»/(/?) = (i/M)[-^ In U+ B(l -  1/ m)* 
+  [C/u + Dfu^ ) ( l  -  1/ m)]. (4)
These formulas have been theoretically derived by 
Moores el al [14] and are applicable to single ionization 
of atoms in inner shell by electron bombardment. The A, B, 
C and D are constants, whose values for ionization in 
2sm  subshell are A = 0.823, B = 3.69, C = 0.62 and 
D = 1.79. In case of 2p\a subshcll, these are A ~ 0.530,
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B -  5.07, C 1.20 and D - 2.50 [14]. The dimensionless 
parameter u is defined as
u = EolEni ^  Incident energy of incoming electron/ 
B.n. of the nl electron.
Since different persons, who have measured satellite 
spectra of various elements experimentally, have used 
different energies, we have taken arbitrarily the value of u 
as 2.5, a practical value found [15] to give a measurable 
intensity of satellites. The same value has been used in our 
recently published papers [2,3].
The value of cr(2.v), so calculated, has been multiplied 
with Coster Kronig transition probability cr\ t^ken from 
tables of McGuire [16],
Coming to shake-off process, we have first calculated the 
cross section <r(2p\j2 ) by formulas (2) to (4) and have, then, 
multiplied it with the shake-off probability of a A/-.subshell 
electron. This probability has been calculated by interpolation 
from the percentage probabilities of shake-off processes 
occuning with a single photoionisation in inert gases [17J.
Subsequently, the total probability of creation of an 
initial state 2pi/2 3.v has been determined by adding both 
these cross sections, calculated above.
The cross section for a set of Ip iji^x  levels with x 
denoting any one siibshell of AZ-shell, so calculated, has been 
assumed as the total probability of all the transitions from 
this set. This has been distributed statistically among all the 
allowed transitions from this set of levels, considering first 
all the multiplets of supermultiplets from various 
levels of the set and then using tables of White and Eliason 
for relative probabilities of the transitions of each multiple, 
as presented in Ref. [6]. The detailed method of this 
statistical distribution has been presented in earlier papers 
[2,3,8].
23. Synthesis o f the spectrum :
We have calculated energies and intensities of all the 
possible transitions of the 2 pi/2 3jc ~ 'ixM  array as mentioned 
above. Out of all these transitions, those having intensity less 
than 1/10-th of the maximum intensity, have been ignored. 
A composite spectrum formed by spectral lines emitted by 
these transitions, has been computed by taking each as a 
Gaussian line. The choice of a Gaussian shape has been 
favoured over the Lorentzian one as it is more suitable to 
satellite spectra, as discussed by Maskil and Deutsch [18]. 
For this computation of the spectrum, we have taken energy 
on X-axis and intensity on Y-axis. The peak height of each 
line is taken equal to the transition probability and the peak 
position on X-axis is taken at the energy of the transition. 
The widths of all the lines in one element have been assumed 
equal and its value has been decided by trial and error
method in such a way that the number of peaks obtained 
from the calculated spectrum is at least equal to or greater 
than the number of satellites obsci*ved experimentally in 
the spectrum of the element. The calculated spectra of 
elements with Z = 26 to 30, thus obtained, are shown in 
Figuies 1-5. In these spectra, peaks of higher intensities have
Figure J. The compulcd 2/>j^ T3v - .U3t/(^  ^s ,p ,d ) spectrum of 2fTc. 
I lie measured iT\ satellite positions are shown in 1\n o rows at the top. 
I he upper row of burs arc marked at energies taken from Re I (‘d In the 
lower row, these arc marked alter shilling the zero so that agreement 
between measured satellites and calculated peaks becomes obvious
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Figure 2. The computed 2/>,y2 - 3x3«/ spectrum of 2?C'o For bars
the top, see caption to Ttgure 1
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Figure 3. The computed 2 p y -2 3>x-Xx'^d spectrum of ssNi. For bars at 
the lop, sec caption to Figure 1.
been recognised as the observed satellites. For the one to one 
correspondence between peaks and measured satellites, the 
relative energy separations of peaks and those of measured 
satellites have also been taken into consideration.
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